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BEING A CONTINUATION OF THE GAMBIER OBSERVER AND WESTERN CHURCH JOURNAL.
Clirtst ant* tljc ©Jjurcjh** .tTrutl) anil 2.obc.

CHAUNCEY COLTON, D.D ., PROPRIET0R.

CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILI.E, SATURDAY, MAY 29, 1841.

VOLUME XI.
ME WESTERS EPISCOPAL OBSERVER.

have only to suppose, what is surely allowa
ble, that they were in no way unfriendly to
useful effect, and that, whatever the theme
yvliich engaged his tongue, his voice, and
words, and gestures accorded with it, being
true to nature, and to the eloquence of holy
human feeling. And hence, ihe authority
with which he spoke was not of one unvaried
character, but was marked and modified by
the nature of his subject. There was author
ity in his invitations and promises, not less
than in his denunciations and commands, for
they were uttered in thc language of inde
pendent goodness and power; but while we
hear in thc former the overflowings of pater
nal tenderness and love, we recognise in the
latter the tones of the lawgiver and the judge.
—From Harris' '■Great Teacher.

THOMAS R. RAYMOND, PUBLISHER.

NUMBER

22.

ual and holy God is equally present, and soul. I have now closed my eyes upon the And now my grateful bosom fain would raise,
therefore equally demands a spirit of recollec light of day, and the pageant of the world ; A Iresh memorial to thy glorious praise.
EDITED BY
tion and watchfulness, of reverence and godly and darkness, and silence, and thc presence of z\nd brought me to its peaceful close at length,
BEV. dlAVNEEV HOLTON,
fear. Hence, that man who does not at least God surround me. The eye of Him who
“
WILLIAM JACKSON,
“
JOHN T. ltltOOKE,
strive that his whole life should be a prayer; scelh in secret, and discerneth the thoughts T11E INSTAB1LTY OF HUMAN AFFAIRS.
«
11CNKV V. O. JOHNS.
who does not aim at the fulfilment of the and intents of the heart, is this moment fixed
All places have their days and nights,
•VBLISIIED WEEKLY, AT CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE,
apostle’s exhortation (and to aim at it is in upon me. He who knoweth my down sit their summers and winters, their sunshine
BY THOMAS R. RAYMOND.
some degree to fulfil it,) ‘Pray always, pray ting, and mine uprising, and understandeth and storms. No sublunary thing is stable.
without ceasing,’—this man may at stated my thoughts long before; is about my path, The sun hath its eclipses, the moon hath its
Tinted at the Western Church Press, Rogers’ Row, West Fourth-Street, Cincinnati.
intervals, repeat words, but does not, and can and now about my bed, and spieth out all my waxings, thc sea hath its ebbings and flow
Terms....Two Dollars and Fifty Cent* per annum, payable in advance.
not, pray. I will not speak of the week-day ways. With Him thc night is as clear as the ings, the elements their successive changes.
services of our Church, because these find day, and darkness and light to Him are both Peace and war, sickness aiid health, plenty
no place kt the religion of the world: thc vast alike. Let me then examine myself with and dearth, do succeed one another* Thc
majority' ol men have probably never enter sincerity, as in His presence. Let me, in whole world is a restless whirligig running
LOSSES.
ed a church on ordinary days for the worship this calm and solemn hour, cease to silence violently, sometimes this way, sometimes
BY MRS. ABDY.
of God. I will not speak of the private the still small voice of conscience; to shrink that way: a reed shaken hither and thither
‘In all losses I would have a double prospect, I
study, of thc Scriptures, which it is thc priv from the knowledge of my true slate ; and to with every pulse of wind: a tottering quagmire
vould consider what I have lost, and I would have
ilege and boast of the Protestant that he can close my eyes against the view of my true whereupon it is impossible to lay a sure foun
•egard to what I have left. It may be in my loss 1
nay find a benefit: 1 may be rid with it of a trouble,
search and interpret for himself, but which character ; and, since God cannot be mocked, dation; like a sick man that can take no rest
i snare, or a danger.’—Oicezt Feltham,
THE RELIGION OF THE WORLD.
boasted privilege, not merely conceded, but let me now cease to impose upon and deceive in his bed, but is continually tossing and turn
There is scarcely a chapter of the New Tes enforced by tiic exhortations of those who my own soul. Let me seriously endeavor to ing from side to side;—The vicissitude of
IVhat hast thou lost? the early spring of youth)
tament that does not contain precepts, promis are providentially appointed to watch over ascertain what are my state and character human affairs is necessary to the being of the
The season of rash wishes, feverish dreams,
/ain follies, ending in regret and ruth)
es, and privileges, which painfully force upon their souls, men in general as little dream of now, in the sight of God ; and what is to be world. Beasts would multiply without num
Joys and afflictions known in wild extremes.
us tile striking contrast that exists between exercising, as though the Bible were closed my destination for eternity. Let me sin ber if none were brought to the shambles.
iVhat hast thou gained? the feelings calm and sage,
the religion of thc Bible and the religion of against them by the prohibitory* seals of pap cerely endeavor to know myself even as I am Fishes would fill thc sea, and fowls the air,
The tranquil haven of maturer age;
if the great did not devour the less, and both
the world. The Bible abounds with precepts, al domination, infallible authority, and an un known of God.
Thy bark of life no more is tempest-tossed,
serve for the use of mail. By nature we are
against which the vast majority of those who known tongue. I do not speak of family
W’ere I to open my eyes for the next time
Then weep not for the phantoms thou hast lost.
assert that the Bible is the depository of their prayer, and family religion, because without upon the light of eternity; were the first ob born thicker into the world than we die out
creed firmly protest, with heart, and life, and personal religion these cannot exist; and ject upon which they rested Christ, coming of the world: every age builds cities, towns,
What hast thou lost? thy stores of shining gold,
voice—with promises of sanctification, from because most men would at once admit that in the clouds of heaven with power and great villages, so as if God did not sometimes thrust
The means to dazzle with gay pomp thy eyes,
which they revolt with abhorrence—and priv they arc not cultivated, nor even thought of glory to take his seat upon the throne of final in the sickle of his justice into thc over rank
fo mock thy ears with flatteries false and cold,
field of this word, and sweep aWav whole
ileges of peace and joy in believing, which by* them.
And cheat thy senses with proud luxuries.
judgment; were the first sound which met my
they think it pride and presumption, enthusi
To this spiritless and mutilated body of ears ray own name, repeated by the voice of multitudes by war or famine or pestilence,
Garth’s glittering baubles lay at thy control,
astic and fanatical, that any should profess, or religious observances, most men add, in dif the archangel, and the trump of God, ringing two worlds could not contain us, ten Worlds
let wert thou slowly perilling thy soul;
4ow vanished is thy wealth—thy projects crossed—
hope, to experience. And to complete the ferent degrees, certain moral restraints and through the illuminated vault of a flaming and could not nourish us.-—If any place would
[’by power to tread temptation’s maze is lost.
proof of man’s apostacy from God, and ironi moral duties—an abstinence from those vices dissolving universe, as he summoned me to pleaded a privilege to exempt itself from this
changeable vicissitude, what rather than Jeru
the spiritual nature in which lie was originally which society* has branded with a mark of
What hast thou lost? the guests whose wit beguiled
the judgment, is there any assured hope to
salem? yet it had not one stone left upon
created,
thc
Bible
carries
a
battery
of
terrors,
infamy,
or
which
are
injurous
to
their
tempo

Thy mirthful hours, whose presence crowned the
which my astonished spirit could rally with
another. Or Capernaum, whose magnificent
levelled by thc hand of infallible Omniscience ral interests, to health or domestic comfort,
feast,
confidence,
amid
those
complicated
terrors
?
against ail ungodliness and unrighteousness to prosperity and advancement in life; and a
buildings were lifted up to Heaven? yet itwas
Who sought and praised thee while thy fortunes
Could 1 meet all this in the spirit of the
cast down to Hell. Pliny and Strabo Write
of men, and within whose deadly range the ready discharge' of those amiable courtesies
smiled,
Saviour’s exhortation to his two disciples,
carnal mind, which is enmity against God, and proprieties which social life demands; of
wonders on thc Avails of Baby Ion,yet now it is
And left thee when their fitful blaze had ceased.
‘ When these things begin to come to pass,
become a place for owls to screech in, and for
incessantly prosecutes its earth-born cares, or that honesty and liberality which honor and
True friendship rests not on the drossy hoard—
then look up, and lift up your heads, for your
satyrs to dance in. And now grass grows
enjoys its worldly pleasure, in careless indif gentlemanly feeling claim; of that benevolence
It seeks the lowly roof, the frugal board:
redemption draweth nigh.’ How would it
Now hast thou purchasscd wisdom at cheap cost,
where once Troy stood. Alas! wherein can
ference and security; or even riots in the bold which the instinct of nature suggests, or which then fare with my soul ?
Thvlriends thou hast regained—thy flatterers lost.
defiance of insulting sin.
any city or society place their confidence to
the voice of public opinion sanctions.
And is there no better security, no firmer protect them from this common vicissitude?
In entering upon a familar consideration,
And now, in Christian simplicity, I would
What hast thou lost? oh! can’st thou ever lose
assurance for this mighty stake, than the In navies or armadoes? how easily may they
however
brief,
of
the
important
question,
ask
thc
reader
—
and
I
entreat
of
him
this
mo

The boon that long ago for thee was won?
What is the religion of society? what its de ment to answer to his own conscience, and vague, faint hope — or to deal honestly with be cast away, or dashed in pieces against the
Turn thee from life’s poor vanities, and muse
ficiency
from the great standard of God’s to God—Have I omitted in this summary of myself, the trembling fear — which I now rocks; as the ships of Jehoshaphat Were at
On the dear mercies of God’s blessed Son.
requirement, which the Gospel under a pen your religion a single item which, if called experence ? The. apostle says, ‘ I know Ezeon-Geber. Or in walls and fortifications?
Not in the guise of power on earth lie came,—
alty of everlasting death, holds to our prac upon for a lull statement of it, you yourself whom I have believed, and I am persuaded when the walls of Jericho fell down at the
He dwelt in poverty, neglect, and shame:
tice? wc enter upon the discharge of a most would add? Some, blessed be God, there that he is able to keep that which I have com- sound of rams’horns and the shouting of an
Oh! were thy rebel thoughts by Him engrossed,
necessary, but at the. same time of a most are, who could meekly but firmly protest .initted to him unto that day.’ This is indeed enemy. Or in prudent politicians? when
Could’st thou thus mourn the nothings thou hast
~c
•J’I
ill IHJIUUVI.KZ
an unfaltering dependence upon the Saviour: God cun infatuate the wisdom of thc wise,
lost?
wcXe Hideed easy! While cwy cTia/fe bore body and ,.n,
are all to be found in a single chapter, the 4th
do I possess it? Thc same apostle savs. ‘I atv? Ji’X:u. 'JL*Ut
. _r.iL*.
l.
Thy youth has passed with all its idle mirth—
of Luke ; and only refer to a single period, directly upon the practice oi the vasj majority, in lelliii'g what great tilings tlie("Lfu!ii
This is indeed the lull assurance of faith, thc armies of experienced soldiers? when he can
done
for
their
souls,
could
record
manifesta

Thv wealth—with all its anxious cares has flown, the opening of his ministry. But if wc bear so to obscure and mystify those charges in a
confidence of Christian hope, the ardent fill their hearts with panical fdars so that ten
False sycophants no more profane thy hearth.
in mind that similar intimations arc dispersed cloud of words as to conceal the point of their tions of Divine love and power, such as eye breathing of divine love: do I possess it ? shall chase an hundred. Or in leagues and con
hath
not
seen,
nor
car
heard,
neither
hath
it
The calm of holy quiet is thy own.
through the gospels, and are equally applica application to thc individual soul, this too
But perhaps this is the exclusive privilege of federacies? w hen be can set Ephraim against
And thou should’st rise each earthly ill above.
ble to all the subsequent stages of bis life, we were easy. By such means, to leave men entered into the heart of the natural man to an inspired apostle, a chosen vessel, and not Manasseh, and Manasseh against Ephraim,
Dwelling alone upon thy Saviour’s love,
shall be vividly impressed, that what we read thoroughly satisfied with themselves, than conceive. But surely many must admit the vouchsafed tc every believer. Yet the same and both against Judah. Navies, Armies,
Who left the starry skies and heavenly host,
is merely a hint of what lie delivered. What which no stronger proof could exist, in thc charge. I would then ask such, What place apostle says, and with the same confidence, Garrisons, Counsellors, ConfederatCB, are no
To save the sinful and redeem the lostl
synagbguc in Galilee, if not in Judea, did not present state of society, that the work ol in this summary of your religion, even cur ‘ Henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of more able to prevent this common vicissitude
resound to his gracious voice ? What Sabbath God, in awakening the slumbering conscience, tailed and meagre as it is, does God occupy? righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous of all human affairs, than a sheet of paper to
THE AUTHORITY OF OUR LORD’S TEACH
did not behold him breaking the bread of life and convincing the guilty soul of sin, was How much has been performed in a spirit of Judge, will give me at that day, and not to resist the shot of a cannon.—Fp. BramING.
to famishing crowds ? lie held the key of all not in progress, all this were easy, but it prayer, of filial obedience, of confidence, of me only, but to all them also which love his lialL
‘He spake as one having authorit).*
thc treasures of wisdom, and he distributed of were unfaithful and unprofitable. In entering gratitude, of holy love? How much has appearing.’ To love then Christ’s appear
its
stores with the affluence and profusion of therefore upon this subject, thc preacher, or been performed, simply and wholly, with a ing ; in a simple dependence upon his atone
[Concluded frumpy 81.]
THE DANGERS OF THE SEA.
writer, claims this fair and reasonable indul view to thc glory of God? What would be
In the following essays, I propose to point unwearied beneficence. He had come to sow gence, that his charges should not be deemed ‘the answer of conscience were the heart- ment and grace, to view with unshrinking eye
The celebrated prcaOhel*, Rev. Henry
)ut tlio leading features of our Lord’s in the earth with truth, and wherever he went indiscriminate, or his statements as intended seeing God this moment to appeal to you the solemnities of the judgment day; to anti Melvill, B. D., in a sermon delivered at
structions. My object, be it remarked, is not he scattered in abundance the incorruptible to be universally applicable. In taking up with the searching question—What hast thou cipate its result with a hope of immortality ; Deptford, (England,) in June last, to an au
i detailed and textual exposition of the truths seed. What has been transmitted by the on?/subject for the purpose of conviction lie done unto me? Perhaps conscience now is here stated by an inspired apostle to be not dience embracing a large body of nautical
ie taught, the words 'lie uttered—though holy evangelists is all that is necessary to in addresses himself to thc consciences ot men, falters or equivocates in its reply to this vital only the privilege, but the mark of all those men, says:
hesc, of necessity, will he constantly before form and to sanctify; had all that he uttered and therefore claims, on the one hand, that question, yet you live in perfect ease, in un for whom is laid up a crown of righteousness;
‘Our exhortiori, then, is, that ye prepare to
is, as our only data and source of illnstra- in the course of his laborious ministry been each should strive to bring a tender and en disturbed and designed security, as though and this privilege many a Christian meekly ‘appear before the judgement seat of Christ,’
preserved
—
for
he
never
pronounced
an
idle
asserts that he enjoys. J)o 1 love Christ’s lest, having reared thc lighthouse, ye be your
ion-—but to elicit and exemplify the peculiar
lightened conscience to the controversy of die God were propitious, and eternity assured to
[Ualities by which these truths and words, word — thc voluminous mass would have Lord; and, on thc other hand, thatnone should you. And while common prudence would appearing ? De I enjoy this blessed privi selves dashed against the rocks; having fur
lege ? IVby is it not my hope ?
vhen viewed as a whole, arc distinguished; been inaccessible to the great majority, and
nished the pilot,ye be driven with no compass
apply to himself, with offence, any state require of you to look well to the foundation
'Vith the substance of wlial he taught, we thus its design would have been defeated; ment, inference, or charge, which conscience on which an edifice rests that you are buil
And here still further ask yourself. And into eternity, that ocean unfathomable and
‘
for
I
suppose
the
world
itself
would
not
have
re all more or less familiar; since, in comding for eternity, you arc ready to base your have I lived hitherto uninterested about this without a shore. Terrible Will be the hurri
does not bring home to his mind.
ion with the stupenduous miracles which been able to receive the books that should be
With this preface, I would again ask, hopes of happiness and heaven upon this san hope; Content, and self-satisfied in its ab cane, when in the midst of disolving elements,
written?
narked his path, the purity and perfection of
We may, I think, warrantably suppose What is the religion of the world? or, to put dy and insecure foundation. From this in sence ; careless for its possession ? If so, of falling worlds, the Son of man shall appear
lis character, his amazing death, and glorious
that,
oil commencing his public ministry, the this inquiry into thc form in which alone any duction of particulars wholly inadequate, you resist not, I beseech you, the conviction as judge of thc quick and dead. Then shall
esurrection, it forms an important paitof our
religious question can be practically useful,that arc ready to conclude a fact of such vital im which conscience would then force upon you, many a noble ship freighted with reason, and
cripture reading, and is one of the ordinary adorable redeemer had present to his compre
of personal appeal, let the reader ask himself, portance as the eternal salvation of your im that you possess it not, because the Comfor talent, and glorious and beautiful things, be
hensive
mind,
an
outline
of
the
truths
which
opics of pulpit instruction; hut, if I mistake
mortal soul—a fact which nothing but the full ter, who is the Spirit of truth, cannot set thc broken into shreds. Then shall many a bark
What is my religion?
lot, the impression which is generally enter- should form the scope of his teaching. The
You can thank God that, as to thc lcttei current of your affections, purified from the seal of Ilis testimony to what is false. That founder, which has floated gracefully along,
worthlessness
of
formal
ceremonial
obedi

■ained of the claims of Christ as a teacher, is
of thc commandment, and in thc judgement, contaminating dross of earth, and the pollu it is because ‘tile carnal mihdis enmity against with every flag flow ing as though life had
nost disproportionately inadequate; owing, ence ; the spirituality of thc law and its eter of man, you are not an extortioner, unjust, tions of the world, and flowing into the bosom God,’ and because your mind is carnal. been a holiday* And thc only vessels which
perhaps, partly to the absorbing attractions nal obligations ; the holy, benevolent, and pa an adulterer, or even as thc ignorant and of eternity and of God, could realize, or That it is because you are at war with heaven, shall ride out the storm, shall be those which,
which invest the subject of his atoning death, ternal character of God; the relations in deluded disciples of the church of Rome, to even satisfactorily evidence. You arc con and therefore the Spirit cannot bear witness having made thc Bible their map, and Christ
and partly to that eclipsing flood of light which we stand to God, and to each other; whom it is not permitted to inspect the char tent to live as if God and eternity were indeed with your spirit that you are a child of God. their light, steered boldly for a new world, in
which immediately after burst on the church the display of his grace in the gift of his Son ter of their salvation; who are blinded, that but the visions of a dream, until some disas That it is because you are unpardoned, unre place of coasting thc old.’
in the ministry ot the apostles; for, by a for human salvation; the spiritual nature of they may follow blind guides; and are then trous providence or some dangerous illness conciled, unsanctified. Resist not the convic
known principle, truth evolved and illustrated the gospel kingdom ; thc necessity of prayer, led hoodwinked through all the mazes of su awakens you, when perhaps it is too late, to tion,that unless you be born again, born of the
FIERY FLYING SERPENT.
"ill supplant and succeed in the mind the repentance,'and holiness in those who belong perstition, so that they know not at what they all the horrors of recollection, and all the real Spirit, you cannot sec the kingdom of God;
In the early part of 1833, a natve chief
to
it;
thc
agency
of
the
Holy
Spirit
to
en

same truth condensed and primitive, however
stumble. You attend, with tolerable regular ities of your awful position. You live just like Bow yourself before the Lord in this day of Liino Mains, in the vicinity of Patlang,
superior its source, and throw over it an air lighten, renew, and sanctify the soul; the ity, thc public worship of God on thc Sab the man who, walking in a troubled sleep, has of Ilis power; aiid offer from the heart your
named Tam Basar, in company with another
sublime
fact
of
his
own
divine
appointment
°f undeserved disparagement. Were it pro
bath morning; but remember that you live in mounted opon thc ridge of some giddy emi first petition, God be merciful to me a sin persoii, mentioned to Mrs. A. F. Vandcnto
be
the
Saviour
and
Judge
of
the
world,
posed to magnify his office as the great
a land professing Christianity, where tie nence, and there to thc horror of every wa ner.—London Christian Observer.
bergb and myself, that they had just before
Prophet of the church, it would he important these were the momentous truths on which forms at least of religion and morality arc king eye, heedless because ignorant of his
seen a serpent flying, and as it was consid
he
chiefly
dwelt,
and
to
these,
whatever
thc
t0 remark that the preaching of the apostles,
sanctioned by the statute law; and by the still danger, acts over the sports of his waking
ered dangerous, had killed it. We smiled at
immediate
occasion
of
his
speaking,
lie
per

subsequent to his ascension, was virtually the
SATURDAY EVENING.
stronger law of opinion, under the penally o hours; manages thc tacer or pursues thc chace,
them as romancing, but they affirmed posi
petually
returned.
Like
sonic
of
the
celes

mcrc continuation of his own preaching; that
forfeited character, so that not only to these until at length lie awakes to.all thc trembling
tively that they had seen it fiv, and offered to
tial
bodies,
indeed,
which
refuse
to
come
un

The
week
is
past,
the
Silbbath
dawn
conies
on,
fliey Werc s[rapiy the organs and oracles
moral restraints, but also to those religious horrors of a situation in which but a moment
take us to it. We accordingly went and ex
Jbiough which he spoke ; as much so as when der any astronomical arrangement ot signs, observances, the law of the lam , u ere it before lie cxultingly rioted; and alarmed, un Rest, rest, in peace—thy daily toil is done,
amined it, and finding no appendage of the
some
ol
the
lights
which
he
kindled
and
And
standing
as
thou
standcst
on
the
brink
be had sent them forth, by two and two, to
strictly enforced,as well as the law o opinion, nerved, stupified, without an effort sinks to Of a new scene of being, calmly think
nature of wings, we again laughed at them,
Proclaim through Judea the kingdom of God; placed in the great firmament of truth stand obliges you. And remember that hence and destruction*
as attempting to impose on our credulty.
out in isolated grandeur and shine apart. But
Of what is gone, is now, and soon shall be;
thc only difference being, that he had now rcAnd here I would offer one brief exhorta As one that trembles on eternity—
from these motives alone, without any mix
They, however, continued positive that they
though
this
was
to
be
expected
from
the
awful
m°ved the scene of his instructions from earth
ture of devotion, or reverential feeling towai s tion, which to me appears important, and For sure as this now closittg'week is past,
had seen it fly, and explaind thc mode of fly
extent
of
that
ignorance
he
came
to
cnlightcd
heaven; but, without recurring to this conGod, many an abandoned profligate, many a strictly practical. Let not your religion, So sure advancing time will close at last—.
ing, by saying it had power to render the un
from
the
stores
of
his
wfsdotii,
and
the
vari

SHlcration, and confining ourselves entirely to
secret and many an avowed inlidcl, docs t ie whatever its extent may be, consist merely in Sure as to-morrow, shall this awful light.
der thc part of the belly concave, instead of
ttle specimens wc possess of his personal ety of occasion which called it forth, the mass same.- A very few indeed of those who action, but sometimes think. This may ap Of the euernal morning hail my sight.
convex, as far as the ribs ex ended, whence it
leaching, itmay easny be made apparent that, of his divine instructions will be found to
crowd the morning service of our churches, pear a strange practical exhortation; but let Spirit of good! on this week’s verge I stand,
derived its support in the air, whilst its prrcome
under
thc
enumeration
we
have
speci

,n thc most literal and comprehensive sense
when domestic arrangements happen not to it be remembered that many arc impelled by Tracing the guidirig influence of thy hand,
pulsion was produced by a motion of thc body,
fied.
And
it
is
from
his
discourses
and
dis

0 lbe expression, ‘never mail spake like this
interfere, or some innocent amusement to unsound principles, whether of compromise That hand which leads me gently, calmly still,
similar to that of swimming in water. We,
coveries,
on
these
topics,
that
we
now
pro

^an. And
ajOpb,ig the plan contcniplapresent its more powerful attraction, appear or of slavish fear, to much that appears reli Up life’s dark, stormy, tiresome, thorny hill,
however, continued incredulous, and took no
C( ’ ol exemplifying the peculiar characteris- ceed to exhibit those distinguishing marks of there occasionally on thc Sunday evening gious in action—are impelled to the fulfilment Thou, thou in every storm has sheltered me
farther notice of the circumstance.
his
teaching
on
which
we
propose
to
treat.
Ics of his earthly teaching, I am principally
Beneath the wing of thy benignity;
In January, 1834, I was walking wi.h
It is impossible to peruse the instructions also. To this perhaps you add, God and your of many religious observances, and moral du A thousand graves my footsteps circumvent.
,noved by the persuasion, that it is best adapown conscience can tell with what regularity, ties, and even of many self inflicted and vol
Mr.
P. Rogers iti a forest near the river Prdof
Christ
without
remarking
the
tone
of
au

eo to exhibit an enlarged, connected, and im
a few—shall I say formal and heartless pray untary austerities, by low motives, which the And 1 remain—thy mercy’s monument!
ang Bessie, about a mile from the spot where
thority
which
pervades
them
:
this
was
the
A
thousand
writhe
upon
the
bed
of
pain,
pressive view of the emphatic truth of this
the above was killed, when stopping foi a mo
characteristic by which his hearers, on seve ers? I do call them, with respect to thc major Gospel refuses to recognize, perhaps even 1 live, ana pleasure flows through every vein,
"Gclaration.
ity of society, formal and heartless, because classes in the catalogue of sins. Such persons
ment to admire an immense tree, covered rs
occasions,
appear
to
have
been
chiefly
im

ral
Want
o
’
er
a
thousand
wretches
waves
her
wand,
On meeting with an allusion to our Lord's
it is morally impossible for that man to pray would therefore dread, in the midst of ail their
with a garment of creepers, I beheld a sei■*8P°Urses, we naturally recur, in thought, to pressed ; and to this, therefore, we think it spiritually whose life is levity or worldlmess. boasted performances of a self-justifying righ I, circled by ten thousand mercies stand,
pentfiy from it, at the height of fifty or sixty
natural
to
advertOf
his
personal
ap

How
can
I
praise
thee,
Father!
how
express
18 sermon on the mount, to his parables, his
It is the' same spirit which thc same man teousness, to be confronted with their own My debt of reverence, and of thankfulness.
feet above the ground, and alight upon anoth
cjarge to his apostles, his more lengthened pearance, and general address, we aie left in bears with him to the shop and to the closet, consciences.
A debt that no intelligence can count,
er at thc distance of forty or fifty fathoms.
indicatory replies to the questions and impu- ignorance: nor is it necessary, that, in order to the theatre of business or pleasure, and to
In the silent watches of the night, hold While every moment swells the vast amount;
Its velocity was rapid as a bird, its motion
to form an idea of his teaching, we should be
^tioiis of his adversaries, his terrible prothe throne ol grace. In all places the spirit some such converse as this with your own For the week's duties thou hast given rue strength, that ot a serpent swimming through water; it
able
to
imagine
them.
For
this
purpose
we
Ptotic denunciation of the Jewish priesthood

and nation, and. his valedictory address to his
disciples on the eve of his crucifixion. These,
when brought from their various detached po
sitions in the gospels, and grouped together
in the mind, assume, perhaps, a larger appear
ance than the cursory reader had before at
tached to them. lie must, however, be
aware, that we possess but a very small pro
portion of what Jesus actually delivered. It
is not to be.imagined that he, who went about
doing good, and who turned every event into
an occasion of usefulness, would travel from
place to plactj, with his disciples, in silence.
Rather, we infer from thc characteristic in
quisitiveness which some of them showed,
and his uniform readiness to reply, that the
very scenes through which he walked, if
nothing else, would furnish him with a per
petual occasion of instruction ; that, in tra
versing a land so often pressed by angels’
feet, so rich in the relics of miracle and devo
tion, that its very soil had lost its gross mate
riality, and every object had acquired a su
pernatural aspect, lie would often advert to
ancient times, making them the text of hal
lowed remark, and thus turn the very dust he
trod into the gold of wisdom. And yet,
though so much of his time was necessarily
occupied in frequent, circuitous, and protrac
ted journeys, a few fragments, incidentally
given, are all that we have of his divine com
munications by the way.
But we arc not left to mere conjecture as to
the probable occasions on which he taught.
The scene of thc first discourse he is recor
ded to have uttered, appears to have been Je
rusalem ; but of that memorable unsealing of
the fountains of the waters of life, we only
know that, in conjunction with his miracles,
it was the means of inducing many to believe
on him. To form an idea of the immense
proportion in wliieh the amount of his teach
ing must have exceeded what is on record, we
have only to record the following expres
sions : ‘ And Jesus returned in the power of
the Spirit into Galilee; and there went out a
fame of him tlrrough all the region round
about. And he taught in their synagogues,
being glorified of all. And he came to Naza
reth, and preached there. And he came down
to Capernaum, and taught them on the Sab
bath days. And he said, I must preach the
kingdom of God to other cities also; for
therefore am I .sent. And lie preached in the
awww
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had no appearance of wings. Its course was opponents were cheered in their defeat by the per
undoubtedly we shall never entertain so wild »,
heart will heave a sigh, and many an eye drop a tear was a duty to be delayed a moment by any external unconditionally and with confidence, to the
that of a direct line, with an inclination of suasion that he was at heart a sound patriot. For to the memory of the brave soldier, the patriot states circumslanee, from what I have learned, I doubt not disposal of an all-wise, all-powerful, and all- imagination, as that, among all the Christian pre,
ten or fifteen degrees to the horizon. It ap we venture to assert, that if the great mass of the man, the kind neighbor, the people’s friend !
that he himself had the impression that it would be benevolent Being, is alone happiness. I o be byters in the world, neither conscience of duty,
love of liberty, nor averseness from pride, and
peared to be three or four feet long. The party opposed to his elevation could have been put
Such is an imperfect sketch of some traits in the better to wait. Such erroneous impressions are not lieve, unqualifiedly, that, doing our duty, all
one killed by the native chief was about the to the question, who amongst your political oppo character of the deceased. And surely we may see uncommon, and we may add, may sometimes mislead things, most assuredly, will ‘work together pation of others over them, should prevail so rnu»;
same length, was of slender proportions, dark nents would you prefer as a chief magistrate? the much in it to admire and honor. That he had his those who may be spiritual believers, but as yet for our good;’—that but for the imperfection with any one, as to oppose this pretended univerij
invasion of the kingdom of Jesus Christ, and tj,
colored back, light below, and was not char answer would have been, almost by acclamation, failings we have already intimated: and he may weak in the faith.’
of our nature, we should see, even in our dis liberty of Christians. And besides that the cor,',
I
might
state
other
facts
tending
to
show
his
kind

give
us
Harrison,
before
any
other
man
in
your
have had faults to which we have made no allusion.
acterised by any peculiarity which would
appointments and mortifications, ‘blessings
ranks ! When, therefore, we assert that his death But alas! forall human greatness or glory, if meas ness and respect for ministers of the gospel, and his in disguise;’—to have our minds, hearts, and gion of this ambition should spread itself, and pt,
make it remarkable to a stranger.
vail without stop or control; nay, without any not,
readiness to contribute to every religious or benevo
i hus was I convinced of the existence of is a national loss, we do but speak in accordance with ured hy the highest rule or tested by the holiest mo lent object.* And when we add these evidences to olh- habits so regulated and disposed, as to desire or notice taken of it, through all the churches in
the entire current of popular sentiment. As such a tive! Re-appealing, however, to the comparative
the ‘ten talents,’ and, at the same time to sub world ; all the watchmen mean time being so fu,
flying serpents, andon inquiry, I found some
others, and particularly to those exhibited in his last
calamity, let us strive to improve it. Let us hum
of the natives, accustomed to the forests, ble ourselves under the mighty hand of God. If a standard which we have already set up, we confident illness, may we not infer that the saving grace of God mit without a murmur, if we do not even have asleep, and all the dogs so dumb, that not so nw;,
aware of the fact. Those acquainted with pestilence should walk in darkness through the land, ly ask, where is the public man of his day who pos was operating on his heart? True, its operation may the ‘one’ confided to us,—convinced that, in as one should open his mouth against it. 6. Whtl
sessed so many noble traits ? Consider the moral
the true sense of the phrase, ‘whatever is, is I shall see therefore all the fables of the inetamo!
the serpent, call it, ‘Ular tampang hair,’ or, and breathe its subtle poison into the bodies of our
hazards and temptations which he encountered as a have been retarded by the force of worldly habits not
♦Ular apie,’ (the fiery serpent,) from the burn citizens to work its work of death, we should say at pioneer and a soldier, and make due allowance for quickly laid aside in old age. It may also have been right:’—this state of mind, alone, is that pliosis acted, and provq true stories ; when I sht
ing pain, and mortal effect of its bite. So once, ‘the Lord hath sent it;’ or if the clouds were them.—Estimate the qualities of his head and heart; interrupted by the assaults, collisions and excite which confers upon us happiness and peace. see all the democracies and aristocracies in the
that the fiery Hying serpent of ilic Sertptures to refuse to drop their fatness, and our garners were add his benevolent actions to his rnorebrilliant achiev ments of the political contest in which he was prom To have our eyes lifted above sublunary lie down and sleep, and awake into monarchiei
was not an imaginary creature, though it ap empty, and our people crying out with hunger, we ments; and then place him side by side with your inent; but when we bring his case fairly beneath things, and our hopes, through faith, deposit then will I begin to believe that presbyterial govea
pears now extinct in the regions it formerly should say, ‘it is the Lord's doing.’ Realize, there heroes and statesmen of any age or country,—and the tender mercy of Him, who ‘ knoweth our frame,’ ed in the treasury on high; to have a well ment, having continued in the church during g,
inhabited.
fore, that this national bereavement is also of the his friends may glory in the comparison I But here who ‘remembereth that we are dust,’ we cannot but grounded trust of our pardon and acceptance, apostles’ times, should presently after (against fig
I have delayed the present notice, in hope Lord. For the morning shower that chilled our late dropping the curtain to his excellencies and defects, indulge the hope that the issue was rest to his soul! and of our instantaneously, on leaving this apostles’ doctrine and the Will of Christ,) be whirle;
In expressing this hope, however, we must be per world, enjoying a ‘glory that shall he reveal about like a scene in a mask, and transformed int$
of obtaining a specimen, which I could offer chief, and the disease which clave to him and finally as a man of the world, let us proceed to inquire, un
mitted
to add our regret that it is not so clear as it ed,’—a joy, and a blessedness so pure, so ex episcopacy. In the mean time, while these thinp
as a more convincing proof than my bare as silenced the pulsations of his heart, were but the der the charitable light of the text, whether we may
might
have
been, if our venerable friend had taken alted, so ineffable, so extatic, that we are nol remain thus incredible, and in human reason im£
agents
of
God
for
removing
him.
And
why
was
lie
not
form
sertion, but further delay may possibly, with
more
open
and decided stand. His evening hori capable, at present, even to form a concep sible, I hope I shall have to conclude thus : Episa.
taken
away
?
A
full
and
certain
answer
to
such
a
Ilf. A hopeful estimate of him as an avowed believ
some, weaken even this testimony on a point
zon would then have been without clouds. And al tion of it:—this is a happiness that ‘the world pal government is acknowledged lo have been unite
question
is
not
to
be
expected
in
this
life.
To
pro

er
in
the
gospel.
For
proof
that
he
was
such
a
believ

which appears to have been long disputed,
sally received in the church presently after the apostle
fess to give it would be presumption; for in ouch an er, it may suffice to remind you of the solemn annun though to the eye of faith and hope those clouds are can neither give nor take away.’
and which has not been credited by any of
times. Between the apostles' times, and this present^
tinged
and
brightened
by
the
cheering
beams
of
‘
the
attempt we should he
ciation of his inaugural address. Facts, both ante
And to employ our imaginations,—for, al after, there was not time enough for, nor possibility
the Dutch gentlemen employed in collecting
sun of righteousness,’ a low sound from them, like
rior
and
subsequent
to
the
delivery
of
that
address,
---------------- ‘Sure to err,
though we cannot tell why vveare inhabitants so great an alteration. And therefore there was
specimens of the natural history of these
tending to develop his religious character, have al- distant thunder, seems to warn those who are halt of this world, vve know that we are suscepti
And scan his work in vain;
parts, to whom I have mentioned it. 1 learn
such alteration as was pretended. And therefore epu
ing,
to
go
forward
!
and
even
to
admonish
those
eady been laid before the public. We propose to
God is his own interpreter,
from the natives, however, that this is not the
whose feet are already within the kingdom of God, ble of a glorious destiny, and that all our copucy, being confessed to be so ancient and cathol^
supply
a
few
others
of
a
similar
character.
And
if,
And he will make it plain.’
powers are capable ol sustaining an exalted must be granted also to be apostolic.”
only species that flies. There is one called
in doing so, your preacher should seem to be too mi to go up higher! even up to the ‘full assurance of part,—to employ our imaginations in the
But
still,
it
is
our
duty
to
read
the
providence
of
faith.
’
And
while
we
unite
with
surviving
friends,
‘Ular Tadung,’ with a red head, and not ex
nute, or to speak too much of himself, his apology
ceeding two feet long, seen sometimes about God as far as we can. And it becomes us to in may be found in the interest which is felt in the sub in rejoicing and thanking God for the hope which contemplation of a state of existence which,
A STRANGE STATEMENT.
cocoa-nut trees, whose bite is instantly mor quire what national sins or common iniquities, such ject, and the necessity of referring to pastoral inter we have in his death, we say to every individual, if friendship have charms for us, shall unite
We
incline
to think with our correspondent, thi
as
pride,infidelity,
intemperance,oppression,
Sabbath
us
with
our
tenderly
beloved
and
departed
‘ prepare to meet thy God ! ’ If you have a living
tal, and which has the power of flying or
course.
the statement contained in the following extract.!
desecration,
or
profaneness,
may
have
challenged
friends,
and
introduce
us
to
a
communion
ot
faith
in
Christ,
confess
him
before
men,
and
then
rather leaping a distance of twenty fathoms,
My acquaintance with Gen. Harrison commenced
not true. It is like some other stories of the bait;
for it is described as not having the waving this visitation of the Almighty? Too many are di six years ago, when I assumed this pastoral charge you may be assured that he will confess you-before spirits with the great and virtuous of every feds [/J of Episcopacy, which are too easily receii
rect partakers in these sins, and it may be well for He was one of six individuals who met at a private his Father in Heaven. And if you have not such age and every clime; of every tongue and
motion through the air of the one I saw.
Christians to ask how far they may be indirectly house,* about twenty-five years since, to organize faith, be dilligent— yea, intensely anxious, in seek kindred, and people; and if we receive pleas ed and passed as sound currency, by writers who in
N. M. Ward.
partaking in them, by withholding their reproofs or this parish. His attachment to the church of his ing it, lest he come and take you away with a stroke, ure, even here, in so imperfectly scanning the dicate by the style in which they comment upo;
Padang, West-coast, Tumatra.
the force of their example. And whatever else we fathers was decided, intelligent, and unequivocally and there be none to deliver. Decision, unfaltering heavenly bodies in their courses, in our in them, that their feelings towards the church are no
may learn from this dispensation, brethren, it is ve manifested wherever he went. But his spirit was decision, is the only point of spiritual attainment, at vestigations in the philosophy of mind, in of the best sort. At all events, a missionary whi
<E> v f jj (n a I.
ry certain that we may read in it the broad and sol ■too large to be straitened or unduly confined by which we can be truly happy in life, and adorn the history, in antiquities, and in the various de without any scruples of his own, would in suchi
case yield to a mere threat of being reported tochurc.
emn lesson of the text,—that man in best estate, or ecclesiastical landmarks; and when he could not at' doctrine of God our Saviour in death. May the
partments of physicial science,—which shall authority, must be very ignorant of his rights, c
greatest elevation, is a fallen, dying creature—in tend the church of his preference, he did not fail to God of Grace bring us all up to this grade, and
NATIONAL FAST.----GEN. HARRISON.
reveal to us the essences of existence, ex possess a small share of courage in asserting thee
spirit frail, in body nothing but dust ! And with avail himself of religious privileges afforded by oth keep us there until the appointed time of our de
[The author of the following discourse has had
plain the laws of nature and the end of being,
parture 1
this virtual repetition of the text, we proceed to er evangelical denominations. For,
CAN THIS BE TRUE?
display before our spiritual vision the, now,
due intimation that the publication of it would not make use of it:
lie loved to hear the word. When at his farm on
*
The
author
may
be
excused
for
here
appending
“
A
clergyman
of the Church of England, beinj
incomprehensible
number
and
glory
of
those
be unacceptable to the immediate friends and fellowII. As a guide in rendering due honor to the mem the Lord’s day, he attended the ministrations of the a brief statement, showing the kind feelings of Gen.
on heathen ground, proposed attending a prayer
systems
that
shine
in
the
immensity
oi
parishioners of Gen. Harrison.
And although ory of the deceased. And here we feel the need of neighborhood; and when in the city, which was fre Harrison at parting. The evening before his de
meeting held by the missionary of the America!
for the East, was spent with him, in compa space,—spread before our eyes the accu Board. He was threatened by another Episcopi
aware that its intrinsic merit as a composition, does some such wholesome check. For our personal feel quently, he was regularly in his place, morning and parture
ings, unrestrained, might carry us off into a strain of evening, and in all weathers. No one appeared to ny with others, at the house of a mutual friendi A mulated stores of former ages, and, above all, clergyman, though not of the Church of England,
but of this country—and it would seem, outrunnmj
clergyman of our church, who by a disease affecting
not entitle it to the respect of more distant readers,
laudation which would make us forget that all hu hear the truth with greater interest; and he heard his vocal organs, had become disabled even from that shall permit us to approach the great and even his brother of the establishment in the comprt
he entertains the hope, that the relation which he man greatness is but relative. Even the first man,
inconceivable
cause
of
all,
and
the
Savior
ol
teaching
school,
wished
to
apply
for
a
clerkship
hensive energy and despotic consistency of Higi
with attention, no matter who waa the preacher,
sustained to the lamented subject of it, may give it in his primeval innocency and perfection, was but fact will illustrate this: On a certain occasion he Desirous of furthering his suit, I said to Gen. il. the world;—the imagination is overwhelmed Church principles,—that if he did dare attend tlx
‘I fear, Sir, you have been so troubled with appli
unhallowed conventicle, he should be complained}
sufficient interest to make it useful. The sermon organized dust, fearfully and wonderfully wrought attended service in his immediate nnighborhood,con cations for office, that another will not be very with the contemplation,—but a conviction to the established authority of his mother church.Rather than make difficulty, the divinely ordaim:
was prepared under a sense of his responsibility as a up, and animated with a living soul. And when we ducted by a vary illiterate preacher. After returning kindly received.’ ‘It depends,’ he said, ‘upon the that this shall be ours, is—Happiness!!!

speak of man as he now is, born in sin, born under a member of the family complained of the sermon quarter from which it comes.’ 1 mentioned the
the sentence, ‘dust thou art, and unto dust thou shalt as dull and void of interest. IJe gently reproved case to him, and after admitting that it was a strong
one, he added, ‘ Remind me of it at the proper
return,’ our praises should be measured and compar the complainer, adding that ‘the man had said many time, and feel yourself at liberty to write lo me upon
ative. Nevertheless, praise is not improper. There good things, and that he waa no doubt earnest and this or upon any other subject, whenever you think
is such a thing as rendering ‘honor to whom honor sincere.’ And does not this incident, connected with proper.’ The latter words I received as an intima
is due.’ And the apostle bids us ‘honor all men,’ for others, indicate the hope that he heard with ‘the tion, that a letter upon the subject on which we had
often conversed, would not be unacceptable to him.
A Pastor’s testimony to the character of Wii.l- all men are in some sense honorable. The lowest hearing ear ’ ? t
The clerical applicant referred to, on calling upon
zam Henry Harrison; a sermon preached on the man upon earth, compared with the highest irration
Again : He was not only an attentive hearer, but the President a few weeks after his inauguration,
Latt National Fast Day. By the Rev, John T. al creature, is an august being; for he has the image a regular reader of the word. He perused the Scrip found that he had remembered him by reserving for
Br<ooke, rector of Christ Church, Cincinnati.— of God enstamped upon his soul 1 The subject of tures not. only frequently but statedly. And he was him a vacant clerkship of moderate salary, which
had been placed at his immediate disposal by one of
IS41.
our present notice, certainly stood out prominently particularly fond of the book of Psalms, which he the auditors.
‘For he knoweth our fiame, he remembereth that from the mass of bis fellow men. And leaving his was accustomed to read according to its arrangement
we are dust-’—CHI. Ps-. 14 v.
acts as a civilian and his achievments as a military for daily use*
't'flPse perusal* of the word
A CHAPTER ON HAPPINESS.
ings and distresses, is a distinguishing mark of a giving a sReich’ta ■w-'idw t,wA^hall..he.r/>nteAt
were accompanied Dy prayer. And surely we may
FOB C II II. DR KN OF ALL A 0 I S .
Christian people. And although in this country by observing that he was
hope, that he was moved to such daily resorts to
the service of God is ‘perfect freedom,’ our civil
A man of intelligence. He had a good native in the sacred volume, by a spiritual relish for it as ‘the
Happiness, my dear children, as you all
magistrates feel at liberty to recommend days of tellect, improved by a liberal education and cultiva
experience, (if not reflect upon,) is sought
bread of life.’
thanksgiving and fasting: especially when they have ted by an acquaintance with books. And his mind
But farther : He look pleasure in the more social, or by all, and the desire to obtain it when pro
reason to believe that such a recommendation will was especially well stored with the most useful of
less formal exercises of religion. When in the city, perly entertained,—when directed to proper
meet with a hearty response from the people. Ac all knowledge—a knowledge of men and things. His
he seldom failed to attend the weekly meeting held objects, and free from the selfishness that
ting under this view of the subject, the respected in perception was quick, and he was remarkable for a
in the lecture room; and on one occasion he sharply would sacrifice the happiness of others, is
dividual who now presides over this nation, has readiness and taste in expressing his thoughts, both
rebuked himself in the presence of a number of his not more common than elevating to humanity.
deemed it proper to designate this day for commem in speaking and writing. But his leading mental family for having forgotten it. Nor can we forbear
Men in their search after happiness, are too
orating and improving the death of our late honor quality was that best balance-wheel of the intellec to mention the impression which was made upon
often controlled by external or superficial ap
ed Chief Magistrate. In accordance with his recom tual powers,—a good judgment. This excluded in us, by his attendance on one particular evening. It
mendation we arc now assembled. And we propose ordinate self-confidence, and Jed him to surround was while the returns of the Presidential election pearances; and hence arc so many condemned,
to take the passage of Scripture which we have an himself in his official station with the best counsel were coming in, and when his success had just been like Rasselas to lament their hours exhaust
nounced, as a guide in the reflections which we shall lors. Although not unconscious of his own claims, placed beyond all doubt. His friends were rejoicing ed,—their efforts fruitless, and their hopes
offer. It speaks divine mercy to human frailty.— he was ever ready to award all praise to the talents and congratulating him. The night was damp and destroyed.
But it is not, therefore, to be inferred that
‘He knoweth our frame,’—that is, he compassion of his competitors in the race for high office ; for dreary, and there were few in attendance; but our
ately regards our inward and spiritual weakness— Jiis mind was not darkened by envy—that thievish, venerable parishioner was among them. And when a degree of happiness, even in this world,
‘he remembereth that we are dust,’—corruptible and but self-convicting passion, which strives to add to I saw him enter, the thought which passed through is unattainable. Though korrrow, pain, and
perishable iti our corporeal nature. The direct ten its own stock of reputation by abstracting from the my mind was this: ‘Surely, if at such a time you death, and the very apprehension of them,
dency of this verse is to blend penitence and humil fame of others. And this leads us to add,
can remember the weekly meeting and come out to are, undoubtedly, evils, that state of mind
iation foy human weakness, with hope in the divine
That he was a just man in the transactions of busi it in such weather, you must take pleasure in being which enables us to look upon afflictions as
compassion:—a combination of feelings well suited ness. Money was with him a very secondary con where two or three are met together in the name of mercies, and renders us superior to the fear
to the present occasion.
cern. But although he was liberal to a fault, his Christ.’ On that occasion my remarks were very of dissolution itself, is accoznpanied by the
And aside from the intrinsic fitness of the text, liberality never violated justice, or wasted the resour plain and involuntarily shaped with a reference to joyous feelings, that constitute what we are
we have been led to prefer it, because we have found ces of others. Three millions of Government mon him ; but instead of indicating the least offence, justified in terming, at least, temporal happi
it associated with the latter hours of our deceased . ey were disbursed by him with clean hands. And he came forward and saluted me with special cor ness. Swayed however by habits of great
President. On the morning preceding his death, opportunities of speculation, which other public men diality and unusual seriousness of manner. And and potent influence, many there are that
strong hope was entertained of his recovery. And might have embraced, were to him forbidden grounds. here it is proper to add, that
adopt not the means to obtain it.
this J03d psalm, which is a psalm of thanksgiving, In his private dealings he did not identify strict le
He did not shun direct religious conversation, but
Some there are who principally, (for few
was read to him by a female friend. Little did those gal right with mor^I justice. He took a higher stan sought it. A short time after I entered upon this are those who entirely) place happiness in
who listened to its recital suppose that they were dard. And if his ecOi>prrty was n°t as good as ii pastoral charge, he introduced the subject to me, and sensuality. Brutes may be induced to swal
furnishing us with matter so appropriate to the pres might have been, it was his generosity which trench intimated a wisii to unite himself to the communion
low poison, and fall victims to the crafitness
ent mournful occasion as the text, with its two fol ed upon it, not his selfish indulgcii.ee f°r his tastes of the church. I confess I was apprehensive at the
of man; but in a state of nature, their instinct
lowing verses. ‘For he knoweth our frame; he re- were plain, and his mode of living siruple. But he time, that he was under a sincere mistake, which is
directs them aright. The animal impulse of
memhereth that we are dust. As for man, his days was far from being indolent.
not very uncommon, and in my humble judgment,
are as grass: as a flower of the field so he flourishIJe was a man of great enterprize and energy' <f exceedingly dangerous : and that is, that approach man, on the contrary, is liable to err, rea
eth. For the wind passeth over it and it is gone; character. These features were developed in his ear ing the communion, is the beginning of religion, son being his appointed guide;—reason,
and the place thereof shall know it no more.’ But ly history, when he left the matured comforts and rather Mian a profession of religion already begun ; through the imperfection and sinfulness of our
God’s thoughts are notour thoughts, neither are his the refined hospitality of the ‘ancient dominion,’ to a mode of seeking a change of heart, rather than an nature, is subject to be led astray, and our
ways our ways.’ And let us not utter a single mur engage in conflict with savages. And when the war outward sign of ail inward change already wrought, tastes and propensities to be perverted to our
mur, but strive to profit by the dispensation. In do* was ended, he did not return to his native stale, but and a means of confirming the same. I therefore hurt.—Sensual indulgence, therefore, cannot
settled down among the hardy pioneers of the West. replied to him briefly, but respectfully and encoura bestow happiness.
ing so, the text will
Others there are who, more elevated and
I. Aldus in humbling our hearts under a nation From that time he led a life in many respects of ro gingly, and promised to place in ins hands some ap
mantic interest as well as public usefulness; alter propriate books. A few days afterward he reminded refined, place happiness in the intellectual en
al affliction:
IL Guide us in rendering due honor to the mem nately warring and negociating with enemies, both me of my promise, and I gave him ‘ Meade's Almost joyment of man: and so far as the mind is
savage and civilized ;—one while a governor and at Christian,’ with ‘ Wilberforce’s Practical View.’ exalted above the body, so far is their scheme
ory of the deceased. And
III. Assist us in forming a hopeful estimate of other times a legislator, in our stale and national With the latter work, he professed himself much superior to that of the sensualist. The per
halls ;—until at last, the young soldier and pioneer pleased. Some weeks afterward, lie came to hold a fecting of the reason, the acquiring of wisdom
him as an avowed believer in the gospel.
I. That the death of our late President is a na returned to the East, an aged man, to assume the special conversation, I prefaced my remarks to and of knowledge, and the purifying and ele
tional affliction, we might venture to assume. For highest office in the gift of the people I
him, with words to this effect: ‘General, you are vating of the imagination, are great and glo
Is it said that he was ambitious ? Wc grant it.— greatly my senior; and if in speaking to you, I
there is not, perhaps, an individual in this assembly
rious employments; but they cannot, even in
who would deny it. True, our government as con Nor must we in this sacred place hesitate lo affirm should appear to be too plain, I hope you will not
reference to the present state of existence on
stitutionally organized, has wrought safely under that unsanclified ambition is sin. Even in the gil ascribe it to any disrespect.’ He promptly answered,
ly, ensure happiness. They can afford but
this calamity, and thereby proven the wisdom of its ding phraseology of the worhf, it is called ‘the infir ‘certainly not; I am a soldier, and I consider you
feeble consolation under the numerous ills that
structure. The wave of death which swept sudden mity of noble minds.’ And God approves it not, ex my captain in these matters.' In that conversa
‘man is heir to,’ They are worthy of our sin
cept
as
it
is
faithfully
and
strictly
subordinated
to
ly over our ship of state and bore away its comman
tion, he expressed his full assent to the cardinal doc
der, while it gave a severe shock, produced no seri his glory. But we may say with truth that his am trines of the Gospel; but retired without any defi cere regard because they are ennobling; and
ous disaster. The second in command has taken bition was humane and patriotic. It never shed nite conclusion. Other incidental conversations because they lead to happiness;—hut they arc
the charge. And although there is mourning, the any needless blood; and we should be slow to admit were held with him ; and aware that a profession of not happiness in themselves.
The proper cultivation of the intellectual
vessel still holds on her way under a favoring breeze. the probability that his love of glory could ever have religion in one so conspicuous, must he for great,
But we know not what breakers or storms may be made him a despot or a tyrant; for his spirit was good or great evil, I felt bound to hold up the stand powers ‘ leads to happiness.’ The intellect
ahead ! And without meaning to disparage the re eminently republican—and no tyranny was ever vis ard fully, but not repulsively. Although I never improved, and properly exerted, will examine
advised him to postpone his approach to the com and perceive the evidences of the truth upon
spected successor, we cannot tell how soon we may ible in his composition.
tie teas ltdtutally a man of kindfeelings and benev munion until after the termination of the political 'which the foundation of our happiness can
need the practical wisdom, fhe mature experience,
and the large popularity of our late chief. Certainly olent impulses. Any attempt to prove this in a com conflict, or lent encouragement to the idea that it alone be laid; and can be rendered more capa
the anxiety of many hearts would be less, if it had munity in which he so long lived and moved, would
ble of enjoying the delightful contemplations
* The dwelling of Dr. Daniel Drake,
pleased God to spare him for the remainder of his be superfluous. And even in the more distant parts
t In Gen. Harrison’s letter on dueling, published that conviction of the truth gives rise to.
term. It is readily admitted that the removal of a of our Union, the impression of his benevolence was some time ago, there is a reference to the following
Reason properly employed, assures us that
chief magistrate may not be in all cares a calamity. co-extcnsivc with the knowledge of his name. This passage of scripture: ‘for they loved the praise of we possess immortal spirits,—and therefore,
men more than the praise of God.' He had previ
On the contrary, we can conceive of a case in which was indeed the trait in his character, which has pro ously heard a discourse on this text, in which there that nothing short of imperishable happiness
his removal might ba a relief. But whenever such duced so much real sorrow for iiis death. For he was an application of it lo the practice of dueling. can really and permanently satisfy us.—It tells
a high officer possesses a large measure of popular had a hold not only upon the respoct, hut upon the This incident not only shows bis attention as a hear u? that philosophy, in its limited sense, can
favor, and is withal what is significantly termed a affections of the people. They felt that he waa not er of the word, but the principle which guided him never render us independent of internal and
in penning that letter. Owing to peculiar circum
•safe man,' his decease may be consistently regarded only a ruler, but a friend—and that the humblest, stances at the time it was published, the letter did external circumstances. That sickness, pov
poorest
man
in
an
emergency
might
approach
him,
by albparties as an affliction. And just such was
not make the impression on the public mind which erty, and the loss of friends, are evils to
the position of our late President. No incumbent sure of sympathy and if practicable of relief. There- it ought to have produced. Christians and good cit which we are all exposed;—and, therefore, to
since the first presidency, enjoyed so large a share of j fore it is, that from land s and to land s end, among izens^cannel but prize it highly, as the sound argu
ment and pointed testimony of an intelligent man do our duty, to keep our ‘conscience void of
popular favor. His political friends had full confi all classes, there is genuine mourning for his loss! and a brave and experienced soldier. A re-publica
offence,*
1 *and
III. to be able to resign ourselves
And
with
the
solemn
services
of
this
day,
many
a
dence in his policy and fidelity- And his political
tion of it at this tune might do good.
messenger of truth: and it was his desire, so to
watch his strong personal partiality for the deceased,
as not to be betrayed by it into the utterance of a
sentence which, ‘dying he would wish to blot.’J
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servant of the establishment, exercised ot the incon
sistent spirit of liberality and lowliness, submissir!
ly repressed his yearnings after communion with bi
missionary praying brethren, and inasmuch as thi:
was all that an establishment could there do to shot
its superiority, or to maintain the exclusive divine
right and dignity of Episcopal ordination, left thi
unanointed missionary to pray alone ! Poor, foilorn, proscribed disciples 1 Had it been a little ea:
lierin the world’s history, instead of quietly punt
ing your holy work, with silent pity for the arrogiti
assumptions of your brethren, and the exhibition}
a spirit so inconsistent with the business of to
world's conversion, you would have expiated yoi
offence perhaps within the walls of a prison 1"
r ne aouve is exiraciea irorn "God s
America”—a work just published in New Yorkjs!
London,
The charges against the Episcopal Church in tin
United States and in England presented in th
above passage are very serious; the insinuation
still more so: and the connection in which it stand
add exceedingly to its offensiveness.
We do not mean to impeach the veracity of I hi
author, the Rev. Geo. B. Cheever, when it is aske:
—can his assertions in this instance be true? He#
not infallible, and there are strong reasons to believi
that he is here mistaken,—reasons which shall!*
forthcoming when required. Certainly such charge
and insinuations should never be advanced,—m
Christian denomination should be held up before tk
public in so odious a light—open the mere ipse din
of an individual. The writer waits therefore tl
Mr. Cheever brings forward some proqf of the trull
of his assertions.
An Episcopalian.

nf the Episcopal
Church to have at hand a short summary of the
argument by which they may prove the apostolic
origin of their church. For this purpose, we jive
the following extract, from Chillingworlli:
1. “ If we abstract from Episcopal government all
accidentals, and consider only what is essential and
necessary to it, we shall find in it no more but this :
an appointment of one man of eminent sanctity and
sufficiency to have the care of all the churches with
in a certain precinct or diocese, and furnishing him
with authority, not absolute and arbitrary, but regu
lated and bounded, by laws, to the intent that all the
churches under him may be provided ol good and
able pastors ; and that both of pastor3 and people,
conformity to laws, and performance of their duties,
may be required, under penalties not left to discre
tion, but by law appointed. 2. To this kind of gov
TEMPERANCE—SCRIPTURAL ARGUMENT.
ernment, I am nol, by any particular interest, so
Not
long
since, we received through the post-offiet
devoted, as to think it ought to be maintained, cither
in opposition to apostolic institution, or to the a little tract on temperance, addressed to “the
much-desired reformation of men’s lives, and resto clergy and Christian professors in the Unite:
ration of primitive discipline, or to any law or pre States.” Its tone is moderate and scriptural. Cer
cept of our Lord Jesus Christ ; for that were to tainly so in the estimation of the writer of this pin
maintain a means contrary to the end ; for obedi graph;—as the argument from Scripture is not on?
ence to our Saviour is the end for which Church substantially but in many respects literally, one wifi
government is appointed. But if it may be proved, that which he offered in a temperance speech pul
or made much more probable than the contrary, — fished about three years ago- He thanks the trac
J. 1 hat it is not repugnant to the government set tarian for condensing his argument, and giving it*
tled in and for the church by the apostles. II. That it form better adapted to free circulation.
is compilable with the reformation of any evil, which
wc desire to reform, or the introduction of anv good
JUST COMMENDATION.
which we desire to introduce. III. That there is no
Flattery is an intoxicating beverage, and they whs
law, no record of our Saviour against it; then, I drink of it freely will become bloated. But just
hope, it will not be thought an unreasonable thing praise is a cordial, which often inspires the faint and
not to give it up. 3. I shall speak at this time only shrinking to noble deeds and high attainments
of the first of these three points, that Episcopacy is Nor is just praise so injurious to a self-confideni
not repugnant to the government settled in the man as we are apt to imagine. For a thoroughlj
church for perpetuity by the Apostles. Whereof I self-conceited man always forms a higher estimat*
conceive this which follows is as clear demonstration of himself than others do, and to give him his due
as any thing of this nature is capable of:—That measure of cemmendation, and no more, is rather*
this government was received universally in the church, check than a stimulus to his vanity. Acute satirist*
cither in the apostles times, or presently after, is so understand this so well, that when they wish to re
evident and unquestionable, that the most learned adver prove a vain mind they deal out “faint praise.” I
saries of this government do themselves confess it.” truly modest man will always place himself in *
Mere follows the testimony ot Petrus Molinscus, and lower grade than lhat which his friends or even
riieodorus Beyd, both eminent opponents of episco public opinion assigns him: but genuine humility
pacy, to that effect: “ Then seeing episcopal gov may sink into enervating despondency, and then
ernment is confessedly so ancient, and so catholic, it the commendations of tha judicious are good medi
cannot with reason be denied to be apostolic.” 4. For cincs.
so great a change, as between presbyterial govern
The following extract from a very sensible writer,
ment and episcopal, could not possibly have pre shows the consistency of commendation with sound
vailed all the world over in a little time. Had epis Christian principle. And the anecdote with which
copal government been an aberration lrom, or a cor it concludes, is a capital reproof of those self-ap
ruption of, the government left in the churches by plauding flatterers, who before handing the cup to
the apostles, it lied been very strange, that it should others, take care to drink the larger portion of il
«
have been received in any one church so suddenly, themselves.
or that it should have prevailed in all for so many
• ‘There are some who for fear of making other*
ages after. ‘Had the churches erred, they would proud, ns they say, forbear the practice of commen
have varied ; what, therefore, is one and the same dation altogether. But this is contrary to the
amongst all, came not surely by error, but tradition.’ Scriptures. We have only to hear what tlle Spirit
saith unto the seven churches in Asia, to perceive
I hus Tertulhan argues veiy probably, from the con the usefulness of commending the good for encour
sent ot the churches of his time, not long after the agement, as well as of censuring the evil fr,I’iul, in hi. epi.de., seldom
f°'
apostles, and that in matter of opinion, much more
without applauding at the same time what was
subject to unobserved alteration. But that in the praiseworthy.
1 nis, doubtless, ought to be
fiame and substance of the necessary government of Selfor,,.. The., who withhold
the church, a thing always in use and practice, there tion, for fear of making others proud, little think of
should be so sudden a change, as presently after the the latent vanity in their own minds which thia
conduct betrays. If they did not attach a considerapostles times; and so universal, as received in all able degree ol consequence lo their own onininn
churches, this is clearly impossible. * * * 5- But they would not be so ready to suspect the dancer
let us suppose (though it be a horrible untruth that of another s being elated by it. A minister fif^or
the presbyters and people then were not so good sixty years ago, after delivering a sermon ’and de
scending from the pulpit, was accosted in ra‘h
Christians ns the Presbyterians are now ;) that they singular manner by another minister who had {Ten
were generally so negligent to retain the govern his hearer. Shaking him by the hand, and In, hL
ment of Christ s church commanded by Christ, him in the face, with a smite, q could,’ said he
which we are now so zealous to restore, yet cer ‘say something,—I could say »oinething.2_i,„t er’
haps, it is not safe; it might make yr,u proud of
tainly we must not forget nor deny, that they were yourself’—‘No danger, my friend,’ replied the
men as we are. And if we look upon them, ae mere other, ‘I do not take you to be a man of judgment’
natural men, yet knowing by experience, how hard
It must be admitted, however, that praise is dana thing it is, even for policy armed with power, by gerous to a Christian. In this respect it is like
many attempts and contnvancee, and in a long wealth,-and the warning of the wise man respecttime, to gain upon the liberty of any one people, ing riches, might, with the change of n Wordj b8
If i« nCl»n neofnl Cnr fhn memhpw
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fitly applied to it. “If praises increase, set not
thine heart upon them.” They may produce a
covetous appetite which cries give! give! and is
never satisfied. And the love of praise, like the
jove of gain, is extremely apt to entice Christians
into compromises of truth and righteousness. In
fact, such is the remaining corruption of nature,
that the tendency of all worldly advantages, is to
allure worshippers of the true God into the groves
of idolatry.

WESTERN DIOCESES AND MISSIONS.
KENTUCKY.

The convention of this diocese held its annual
session in Danville, commencing on Thursday, the
13th instant. The number of members in attend
ance, both of the clergy and laity, was small; of the
former, besides the Bishop, there were seven, out of
nineteen who have a convenient residence, and of
the Utter five, from about twenty parishes. Various
reasons may no doubt be assigned by the clergy and
their vestries for the omission; the principal one, we
fear, is a want of zeal in the interests of the church.
Another illustration this, of the superior wisdom
and devotedness of the world over Christians.
Where is the county or district in our whole land
that would fail to have its representative in the
halls of legislation? When will men learn to esteem
jt as high an honor to represent the church os the
state?
No business of importance came before our body,
except the adoption of the new constitution, and
the election of trustees for the Theological Semin
ary for the next year, and for Shelby College for three
vears; both of which bodies had frequent meetings.
Richard Henry Lee, Professor in Washington Col
lege, Pennsylvania, was chosen Professor in Shelby
College, and President, pro tem.. It was also un
animously deemed expedient to sell the present
Theological Seminary, with a view to its ultimate
removal to the neighborhood of our College; it is,
however, by no means the design of the trustees to
force a sale. Until an advantageous disposition of
the property can be made, the Bishop will continue
to occupy it for his excellent Female Seminary, at a
rent of $500 per annum. We trust the above insti
tutions will, in a few years, tell well upon the inter
ests of our church in this state. We think We see
the hand of Providence in bringing to our possession
a college building, in perhaps the most advantageous
situation in Kentucky, just at the time when we
were beginning to agitate the importance of educa
tion, in its higher branches under the influence of
the church: and we cannot but regard it as sn omen
for good, if our members will put their bands firmly
and unitedly to the work. Shelbyville is in a fine
rich county, but thirty miles from Louisville, on an
excellent road; and is already somewhat celebrated
for its female school; all which must be favorable to
the building up of a college.
The religious services were frequent and well at
tended. The preaching was of a character that
must have gratified every lover of evangelical truth.
We did not perceive a taint of Oxford Divinity in
any of the clergy. The sermon at the opening of
the Convention was addressed entirely to the clergy,
in which Christ was presented as an example in the
ministerial office. Friday, being the day appointed
for fasting and humiliation, on occasion of the
death of our late revered President, was wholly de
voted to religious exercises. Our Bishop gave us a
suitable and admirable discourse from Ezek. 21, 2G:
•Thus saitli the Lord God; remove the diadem, and
take off the crown; this shall not be the same: exalt
him that is low, and abase him that is high.’ All
hearts were sad, but we trust all were made better
by the solemnities of this long to be remembered
day.
On Sunday, the Rev. N. N. Cowgill was admitted
to the Order of Priesthood, after which the Lord’s
supper was administered to a greater number of per
sons than formed the congregation in this place,
even on special occasions, a few years since. Cir
cumstances these which mark the gradual growth
and strengthening of the Church in these quarters.
May it be increased and strengthened a hundred
fold.
The Rev. Messrs. Pye, Jackson, Berkley, and
Many, and Judge Towles, J. P. Smith, G. Tyler,
and---- - Y ucho, were appointed delegates to the
next general Convention, arid were directed to use
their influence to procure the Convention of 1844 to
meet in some city west of the mountains. We hope
the delegates from the West will co-operate with
us, and that those of the East will accede. The
time is come, when the church should show itself
in its strength in the great valley. Three or four
cities might be named that would accommodate the
members with as cordial a hospitality as any in our
find.
On reviewing our ecclesiastical affairs in Kentuc
ky, we see reason to bless God, take courage, and
goon.
* * *
MISSIONS IN ABYSSINIA.

The Rev. C. W. Isenberg, now in England,
has furnished some details relative to Abyssinia,
from which we have condensed the follow
ing:
Abyssinia is more than 600 miles in length,
and about 400 in breadth. It is a mountainous
country, with a healthy climate and productive
soil. Owing, however, to the low state of reli
gion, morality and industry, the country is now
poor. The population is about 500,000. It is
divided into Tigre on the N. E., Amhara on the
TV., and Shoa on the S. Formerly these three
countries constituted one large kingdom. Shoa
W the only part of Abyssinia where government
now respected. All the rest is a theatre of
constant civil disorders.
The Abyssinians were converted to Christiin the 4th century. The first bishop was
gained by Athanasius of Alexandria. When
• e East was overrun by Islamism, Abyssinia
Preserved its independence. The people, how?.v®r’ never seem to have been thoroughly enj& tened by the gospel. Human tradition, and
’>sh and pagan superstitions appear from the
Ruining to have been mingled with the word
th b • The Jesuits gained the ascendency in
fou ?nnin§
the TTth century, though only
feat. i Ott ^me’ as ihey were soon afterwards defor W ' ^rOtn this period, the country was quite
Unl’l ^e visits of Bruce and Salt.
Erif H
Messrs. Gobat and Kueglcr of the
Binia* ^Urch Missionary Society,went to Abysthe ’ an^
''vith a favorable reception from
60nF°'Crnor
Tigre. Mr. Gobat went to
]et f.a*vvherehe stayed six months. Mr. Kuegiitwa Mndthe &overnor of Tigre was killed
rert1 /’ Mr. Gobat fled to a convent, where he
in 0 ’?et
1832, when he returned to England,
turnc/V0 °btain assistance. In 1834. he reln
v
111 company with Mr. Isenberg, their
.I'es> two German artiz ans and two
co^S3^n'lan pupils- Mr. Gobat was soon
fitofp^v t0 return to Europe for the benejoinedb- ^37, Mr. Isenberg was
J Kinf U!p Rev- C’ 1L Blumhard, aixf Kev.
ktin» th q They employed themselves in transW„ .;e ScnPtu'es iat0 ^e Tigre, in holding
lces in the Amharic language, in dis-
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